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More about Us 

NAME 

Ezrah is a Hebrew word that means “help, support, assistance or aid; either human or 

divine.  It is often used in the sense of a helper or assistant, one who assists and serves 

another with what is needed. 

VISION 

To promote ethical service delivery and quality education where children matter. 

MISSION 

To assist and to strengthen through capacity building, leadership development, training and 

collaboration. 

OBJECTIVES 

Main: Providing assistance to and strengthening of community-based organisations 

through capacity building, leadership development and training in effective programmes. 

Secondary: Working in collaboration with other organisations and networks that mainly 

focus on capacity building and effective programmes. 

VALUE STATEMENT 

In Christ, through integrity, competence, stewardship, transparency and accountability, we 

take thought beforehand and aim to be honest and absolutely above suspicion not only in 

the sight of the Lord but also in the sight of men.  

Based on 2 Corinthians 8:21 (Amp)  

FOUNDING SCRIPTURE 

Sow to yourselves in righteousness, reap in mercy; break up your fallow ground: for it is time 

to seek the LORD, till He comes and rains righteousness upon you (Hosea 10:12). 
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Introduction 

In line with the philosophical underpinning of the King IV Report 2016, an organisation 

should be seen not only as operating within and affected by the societal context, but also as 

a corporate citizen of society.  This status confers rights, but also obligations and 

responsibilities towards society. As non-profit companies’ objectives focus not on the 

making of profit for shareholders, but on public benefit, it is important that the board of 

directors ensures that the non-profit company functions in line with its true north – how 

people can benefit and develop as a result of the inputs of the company.   

This is best done through an integrated thinking approach, where the board continuously 

take into account the connectivity between the range of factors that affect the organisation’s 

ability to create value over time. Integrated thinking acknowledges the relationship 

between the organisation and its stakeholders. 

Therefore, the goal of this integrated annual report is to provide concise information about 

how Ezrah Community Training and Development’s strategy, governance performance and 

prospects as non-profit company, lead to the creation of value within the context of the civil 

society environment.  Through this report, we aim to demonstrate to our stakeholders how 

we integrate the various aspects of our organisational functioning through ethical and 

effective governance. In reflecting on the 16 principles of ethical and effective governance 

applicable to non-profit companies as outlined by the King IV Report 2016 (Part 6:3 – 

Supplement for Non-Profit Organisations), we agree that good governance is essential to 

ensure meaningful engagement with stakeholders and to promote best practice service 

delivery to beneficiaries.   

The Ezrah board of directors places a high priority on sustainable development where the 

needs of the present are met without compromising the ability of future generations to 

meet their needs. This is reflected in our vision statement of promoting ethical service 

delivery and quality education where children (as the next generation) matter. Through 

implementing practices that support good governance principles, we aim to develop an 

ethical culture, good performance, effective controls and legitimacy as a responsible 

corporate citizen of South Africa, making a difference in the lives of the most vulnerable 

members of society – our children. 
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Note from the Board 

As we reflect on the 2017 financial year, we honour God for His faithfulness and kindness.  

When Ezrah was founded at the end of 2013, we received the promise that God will always 

place the stepping stones in front of us. We take this promise very seriously by constantly 

seeking God’s guidance as reflected in our monthly board prayer letters. We also take time 

to celebrate as we know our vision cannot be accomplished without the foundation of 

strong relationships, Scripture and prayer. Therefore we firstly want to thank God for His 

faithful provision and secondly all our stakeholders who supported us. 

The year had many wonderful moments that we shared with our beneficiaries. Looking 

back, we are grateful for what was accomplished through diversified service delivery. No 

week looked the same – some days were spent doing team-building with young people in 

the most beautiful nature reserves of the Western Cape, while other days were spent 

indoors with activities such as collaboration, training on child protection and child 

participation, coordination of capacity building programmes, mentoring, strategic planning 

and policy development. 

One of the particular governance highlights of the year was reaching the Viva Quality Mark 

on Accountability Level as part of completing Connect’s Quality Improvement System (QIS) 

programme. The value of this achievement rests in the celebration of team work: Team 

work through a committed board that never compromised on building the organisation in 

line with best practice along with the dedicated service of the staff team consisting of the 

managing director, volunteers and contracted facilitator. We salute each team member for 

your hard work, dedication and commitment to serve in line with our leadership model and 

value system. We can never thank you enough. 

We also had to build resilience through making key strategic decisions in planning the way 

forward, within a challenging economy that adversely affected the civil society sector.  As 

most other non-profit organisations, we had to mitigate financial risk through minimising 

expenditure and identifying financial solutions. Towards the last part of the financial year, 

we shifted our strategic focus towards building Ezrah’s unique identity as a leader in ethics 

and child protection.  We are excited about the next financial year, as we advance 

courageously with our new strategy in line with our motto, “Grow Today. Lead Tomorrow.” 

Lesley Huysamen, Maarten Meyer and Mariӫtte Jacobs 
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Governance 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS   

At our last AGM on the 13th of October 2016, all three directors were re-appointed for 

another term in office which gave great stability to the board. Lesley Huysamen, a founding 

director, provided excellent leadership in the position of chairperson, while Maarten Meyer 

gave outstanding input to the board not only from a legal perspective, but also as treasurer 

to the board. Mariӫtte Jacobs was re-appointed as managing director for another year and 

continued to serve as company secretary.  We had four board meetings during the financial 

year which were attended by all the directors with full participation. 

BOARD DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION  

The whole board committed itself to the highest levels of governance and therefore 

collectively attended the Quality Improvement System (QIS) programme of Connect 

Network in partnership with Viva as part of board development. The specific QIS modules 

which were attended during the last financial year were People Care, Child Protection and 

Child Well-being. The board also does an annual board self-evaluation to improve 

governance further. 

GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK  

Within Ezrah, we function very strongly in line with our governance framework where our 

Faith Statement and Code of Ethics form the centre of our Policies, Code of Conduct, People 

Care and Service Delivery. 
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Principle 6 (King IV Code 2016): 

The governing body should serve as the 

focal point and custodian of corporate 

governance in the organisation. 
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Ethics 

CODE OF ETHICS  

Principle 1 of the King IV Code 2016 states that “the governing body should lead ethically 

and effectively.” As ethics forms a central part of Ezrah’s vision and DNA, the board always 

conduct board meetings through an ethical framework. As we want to maximise our time 

at board meetings, we focus our attention on agenda items that require critical thinking 

related to ethics first before we make any strategic decisions.  To implement this practically, 

we are guided by our Code of Ethics which embeds Ezrah’s functioning within a clearly 

defined value system, leadership model and ethos. This relates to Principle 2 of the King IV 

Code which states that “the governing body should govern the ethics of the organisation in 

a way that supports the establishment of an ethical culture.”   

Our Code of Ethics incorporates twelve principles that provide ethical guidance on matters 

related to the best interest of the company, building trust and credibility, people care, 

communication, setting the tone at the top, developing an ethical culture, the use of 

information, conflict of interest, dual roles, upholding the law, intellectual property and 

company recordkeeping. 

POLICY REVIEW  

Ezrah’s organisational functioning is guided by the following policies which are reviewed 

and updated every second year by the board of directors in line with the review dates: 

 Governance policy 
 Human resource policy 
 Service delivery policy 
 Financial policy 
 Child protection and well-being policy 

During this financial year the following key documents and policies were updated and 

approved by the board: 

 Statement of Faith (31 May 2016) 
 Governance policy (31 May 2016) 
 Human resource policy (5 August 2016) 
 Service delivery policy (5 August 2016) 
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Reporting and Recordkeeping 

ENGAGEMENT WITH STAKEHOLDERS 

During the 2017 financial year, we advanced our vision on promoting ethical service 

delivery through several practical actions: We joined Unashamedly Ethical as member in 

July 2016, hosted a workshop on Effective and Ethical Leadership in October 2016, and 

challenged our peers to build ethical foundations into the way that they develop their 

organisations and service delivery throughout our engagement with them. This forms part 

of the board’s responsibility to ensure that Ezrah acts as a responsible corporate citizen 

(Principle 3 – King IV Code 2016). 

We also want to ensure that our stakeholders have adequate information to make informed 

assessments of Ezrah’s performance and its short, medium and long-term prospects 

through the reports that we issue (Principle 5 – King IV Code 2016).  Therefore, apart from 

our annual reports and audited financial statements, we also issue project reports to 

stakeholders, especially in the case of collaborative projects. 

RECORDKEEPING 

In line with principle 12 of Ezrah’s Code of Ethics, we create and retain company records in 

compliance with legislation and company policies. We also implement protocols to ensure 

that the organisations’ records are true, accurate and complete as well as stored in a safe, 

but confidential manner. Recordkeeping is also related to principle 7 of our Code of Ethics 

which balances the sharing of information with stakeholders to express transparency with 

the duty to keep certain company information confidential. Here our organisational policies 

play a pivotal role in providing protocols related to the use, sharing and distributing 

information with consideration of ethical matters such as confidentiality, best interest and 

respect for copyrighted material. 

These protocols support principle 12 of the King IV Code 2016, which states that “the 

governing body should govern technology and information in a way that supports the 

organisation setting and achieving its strategic objectives.” With the latest developments in 

legislation around the use of technology and information, we will aim to assess and develop 

these protocols even further to ensure that we continue to function in line with best 

practice. 
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Legal Compliance 

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (DSD) 

In line with the requirements of the NPO Act, the appointed auditor prepared audited 

financial statements of the organisation for the 2016 financial year which was submitted 

on-line together with a narrative report to the Department of Social Development in 

November 2016. The financial statements for 2017 together with the narrative report for 

2017 will be submitted to DSD online within nine months of our year-end. This ensures that 

the Department of Social Development has our most recent details. 

SOUTH AFRICAN REVENUE SERVICE (SARS)  

As part of receiving public benefit status with the Tax Exemption Unit (TEU) of SARS, we 

amended our Memorandum of Incorporation (MOI) to include the relevant clauses required 

by the Income Tax Act. The amended MOI was approved by the board of directors in July 

2016 and submitted to the relevant entities. 

We also insure that we are in compliance with tax legislation applicable to our company by 

submitting our annual income tax return and bi-annual payroll declarations to SARS before 

the set deadlines. 

COMPANIES AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY COMMISSION (CIPC)  

 As Ezrah is a registered non-profit company, the annual return was submitted on-line to 

the CIPC in December 2016. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOUR  

We liaised with the Department of Labour throughout the year to ensure that we meet UIF 

and Workmen’s Compensation requirements. 

 

Principle 13 (King IV Code 2016): 

The governing body should govern compliance with applicable laws and adopted, non-

binding rules, codes and standards in a way that supports the organisation being ethical 

and a good corporate citizen. 
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Viva Verification 

VIVA VERIFICATION (ACCOUNTABILITY LEVEL) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The commitment of the board to function in line with best practice was ultimately rewarded 

when Ezrah was verified by two independent verification teams on Accountability level for 

all six modules of the Quality Improvement System programme: 

 Governance 
 People Care 
 Financial Accountability 
 Child Protection  
 Child Well-being 
 Project Planning and Design 

 
This Viva verification acknowledges that Ezrah is functioning in line with national and 

international best practice standards for non-profit organisations. Therefore this Quality 

Mark is not only an endorsement that we are a role-model of best practice to our peers, but 

will also be hugely beneficial in our communication with potential partners and other 

stakeholders.  

 

 

 

“Congratulations on the great achievement of reaching the QIS Accountability standard for 

Ezrah. We know this comes with hard work, diligence and a high level of commitment. Well 

done!” 

From the Board of Connect Network 

“Ezrah have a very strong foundation in each area, which will enable them to expand 

their training programmes that they offer to NGO’s, schools and churches around 

the Western Cape and I think even in to other parts of South Africa. Ezrah are in an 

excellent position to offer top-class training programmes to clients, and a future 

diversification of their income stream, together with accessing more funds, will 

further enable them to grow. “ 

Colin Walker (Leader of the QIS Internal Verification Team and Independent 
Consultant) 
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Financial Accountability 

RE-APPOINTMENT OF AUDITOR AND AUDITED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  

Emma Pardoe was re-appointed as auditor to audit our financial statements for the 2017 

financial year. In spite of facing financial challenges and operating on a relatively small 

budget, we are grateful to report that Ezrah is maturing in terms of financial management 

and showing gradual, but steady growth related to income generation. The full audited 

financial statements for the 2017 financial year is available to all stakeholders. 

 

SUSTAINABILITY  

We manage our finances in line with our financial policy to ensure that our financial 

management system reflects our values of integrity, competence, stewardship, 

transparency and accountability. However, financial sustainability depends on far more 

than just financial management. So, in reaching the Viva Quality Mark on Accountability 

Level, we are confident that it will instill donor confidence in our ability to deliver quality 

programme implementation and excellent financial management through ethical and 

effective governance. We trust that with our financial strategy of diversifying income 

through funding from different financial partners in addition to service fees as current 

income source, we will grow even further in terms of long-term financial sustainability.   
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People Care 

STAFF TEAM  

Our people care is guided by our human resource policy within a culture of team work and 

appreciation. 

At the beginning of the financial year, Ezrah contracted an independent facilitator to assist 

with the service delivery and also to provide input in preparation for the Viva verification. 

Carien van Zyl, a registered social worker, together with our volunteers played an invaluable 

role to strengthen Ezrah and to support the managing director/training coordinator 

throughout the year.  

The staff team is not only involved in project planning and implementation, but also in 

monitoring, evaluation and risk management. At the end of each project, the team comes 

together to do a project evaluation in order to celebrate successful implementation, but also 

to look at ways to improve service delivery even further.  

As people matter to us, we aim to instill a culture of appreciation where our staff members’ 

contributions are acknowledged.  Therefore, we try to have staff celebrations a few times 

per year and at our annual general meeting, we take the time to thank both staff and 

directors alike. 

PARTNER ORGANISATIONS  

We also honour our partnering organisations such as Connect Network, Think Twice, 

Valcare and Kingdom Vision Bible School who collaborated with us to implement different 

projects successfully.   
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Risk Management 

 

 

 

In taking the wide range of factors into account that may impact an organisation’s ability to 

achieve its strategic objectives, the Ezrah board does an organisational SWOT analysis at 

least once a year as a basis for both strategic planning and risk management. From this 

organisational analysis, risk management related to different factors is discussed at every 

board meeting.  During the last financial year, the following factors were identified as 

important for risk management from a governance perspective. 

PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT AND THE TRANSFER OF SKILLS 

Principles 7 to 10 of the King IV Code 2016 focus on ensuring the appropriate balance of 

skills, experience, diversity etc. of the governing body as well as the delegation of duties and 

the evaluation of its performance to ensure effectiveness in the exercise of authority and 

responsibilities, while promoting independent judgement, role clarity and assistance with 

the balance of power. The board set as goal for itself to develop in governance through the 

collective attendance of the QIS programme to promote the transfer of governance skills to 

all directors. This ensures that the board not only feel more confident to govern, but also 

creates governance sustainability when a director decides to resign or comes to an end of 

an office term. 

It was also decided that the transfer of service delivery skills from the managing director to 

the staff team will be important for programme sustainability. Therefore, the decision was 

made that as the organisation grows financially, the development of a strong core staff team, 

where skills and responsibilities are shared, will be a major strategic focus. Part of building 

a strong staff team is related to principle 14 of the King IV Code 2016 which states that “the 

governing body should ensure that the organisation remunerates fairly, responsibly and 

transparently so as to promote the achievement of strategic objectives and positive 

outcomes in the short, medium and long term“.  We do this through using a non-profit based 

salary scale and the use of a facilitator remuneration fee structure. 

Principle 11 (King IV Code 2016): 

The governing body should govern risk in a way that supports the organisation in setting 

and achieving its strategic objectives. 
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 Risk Management (continued) 

STAFF STRUCTURE AND INCOME DIVERSIFICATION 

However, instability in terms of income generation within an unstable economy, may pose 

a great risk of retaining staff. Therefore, we have a flexible staff structure, where we contract 

facilitators for set periods or outcomes and recruit volunteers in line with project needs.  

Secondly, we aim to diversify income so that the remuneration of core staff and project costs 

can be covered. The board realised that we needed a strategy to diversify income as we 

were relying mostly on service fees which is not a viable option as sole source of income in 

the long-term. Therefore the following action plans were identified: 

 To develop Ezrah’s identity as a leader in child protection and ethics through well-

designed long-term programmes. 

 To re-apply for Article 18A status with the TEU in order to attract donor funding. 

ENGAGEMENT WITH PARTNERS 

Meaningful engagement with stakeholders within a stakeholder-inclusive approach that 

balances the needs, interests and expectations of stakeholders in the best interest of the 

organisation over time (principle 16 of the King IV Code 2016), forms an important part of 

our collaboration pillar. 

However, engagement with stakeholders may also pose some risks with regards to the 

interest of the organisation if expectations, roles and responsibilities are not clearly defined 

or if the same value system is not shared. To mitigate this risk, the board has decided that 

we will assess potential partnerships carefully on a case to case basis to ensure an 

alignment in terms of vision, values and ethos. Secondly, we will only proceed with 

collaborations through well-defined rules of engagements and/or a well-developed 

memorandum of understanding to set out certain controls and reporting mechanisms. 

This planning links to principle 15 of the King IV Code 2016 which states that “the 

governing body should ensure that assurance services and functions enable an effective 

control environment, and that these support the integrity of information for internal 

decision-making and of the organisation’s external reports.” 
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Strategic Planning 

 

 

 

 

OPPORTUNITIES AND PROSPECTS 

In Ezrah, strategic planning focuses on both organisational development and the 

improvement of service delivery. We are currently implementing the Strategic Plan for 

2016-2018 as a working document to ensure that our service programme is meeting 

community needs and addressing challenges effectively, while simultaneously ensuring 

that the company has a reliable and sustainable support base to fulfil its work.  

Reaching the Viva Quality Mark on Accountability Level is an independent confirmation that 

we not only have the relevant policies and procedures in place to ensure the accountable 

handling of the organisation’s resources, but also that we are able to implement excellent 

programmes in line with South African legislation related to the care and protection of 

children.  This opens up new opportunities and prospects to engage with even more 

stakeholders in a meaningful way in order to fulfil our vision and mission. 

STRATEGIC FOCUS FOR THE NEXT SEASON 

As most of our organisational structures are in place and we have solid foundations as an 

organisation, the board has identified the following strategic focus areas for the next few 

years: 

 Building Ezrah’s identity and service delivery as a leader in child protection and ethics 

through long-term programmes such as the Drakenstein Child Protection Programme. 

 Obtaining long-term financial stability through income diversification. 

 Transferring skills and knowledge through well-developed programmes and a strong 

staff team. 

Principle 4 (King IV Code 2016): 

The governing body should appreciate that the organisation’s core purpose, its risks and 

opportunities, strategy, business model, performance and sustainable development are 

all inseparable elements of the value creation process. 
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Service Delivery: Training 

CHILD PROTECTION TRAINING 

Our training for the year had a very strong focus on child protection and child participation. 

Apart from the collaborative projects related to child protection and child participation, we 

also had the following workshops: 

CHILD PROTECTION TRAINING: QIS MODULE 

As part of the QIS Child Protection Module from 7-8 June 2016, Ezrah was the lead trainer 

for 13 organisations in attendance.  Topics which were covered during the two days of 

training, included God’s heart for children, the basic legal framework for child protection, 

the danger of pornography, preventing abuse within the organisation, identifying and 

reporting abuse, discipline and safety, developing and implementing a child protection 

policy and creating safer communities. We also included a great session on how to use the 

Courage Programme Tools developed by Dee Blackie. 

 

 

Feedback from participants: 

 The whole workshop is very powerful. I’ve 

learned so much and I still need to process 

everything. 

 Thanks for guidelines, especially the Form 

22 which I think is important. 

 Thank you for empowering us to be 

effective in our communities! 

 This was so inspirational! I’m looking 

forward to planning our future policy! 

 All of the info was so very helpful!!! Pray for 

the implementation/it was very inspiring 

to myself and my organisation.  

 I really enjoyed the training and I have 

learned a lot. I’m prepared to share within 

the organisation and make a difference in 

children’s lives. 

QIS delegates learning to work 

together to keep children safe. 
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Service Delivery: Training (continued) 

CHILD PROTECTION TRAINING: KINGDOM VISION BIBLE SCHOOL 

On the 22nd of November 2016, the students and staff from Kingdom Vision Bible School 

were trained on child protection as this ministry team does weekly outreaches to children 

in the West Coast area. This is what some of the participants said after the workshop: 

 “I have learned that children need a lot of support and care. It takes a team or 

community to look after the interests of children.” 

 “I realised how important it is to protect children and to create a safe community for 

children.” 

 “I will never forget that children are a gift from God.” 

 “I have learned to put the best interest of children first.” 

CHILD PROTECTION TRAINING: KHULA DEVELOPMENT GROUP 

 

We started 2017 on a high note with 

training the staff of Khula 

Development Group on Child 

Protection on the 19th of January 

2017. During this workshop we 

focused on God’s heart for children, 

discipline and safety as well as the 

danger of pornography. From these 

sessions, staff received new vision to 

work together for child protection as 

reflected by one of the comments: 

 “We can make a difference with 

many hands, love and 

communication.” 
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Service Delivery: Leadership Development 

STRATEGIC PLANNING: CHILD WELFARE STELLENBOSCH 

Ezrah was invited by Child Welfare Stellenbosch to facilitate their strategic planning for 

both their staff and board on the 22nd of July 2016 and the 28th of July 2016 respectively. On 

the first day, the staff had the opportunity to participate in a needs and stakeholder analysis, 

redefine their vision statement and also explore their services, values, risk management, 

policies and stakeholder engagement through experiential activities. On the second day, the 

board received feedback on the staff’s strategic session and could participate in defining 

board roles, board ethics and good governance as well as do a board self-assessment. All of 

the information was captured in a strategic framework and provided to the manager of 

Child Welfare to inform the way forward. 

 

 “The strategic planning was very well facilitated and brought a lot of insight on how 

the organisation is supposed to be.”  

 “I learned strategic planning is getting the bigger picture of a changed organisation 

in a changed world.” 

 “I’ve learned the need to regularly do a strategic planning exercise and to have a 

strategic framework to guide activities.” 
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Service Delivery: Leadership Development (continued) 

EFFECTIVE AND ETHICAL LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP 

On the 13th of October 2017, we implemented our very first workshop on Effective and 

Ethical Leadership with 21 persons from 12 different non-profit organisations in 

attendance at the Onze Rust Guesthouse in Stellenbosch. In this workshop we covered the 

LEAD model, the Triple C model of ethical service delivery and the Motivation by 

Appreciation model, while one of our directors, Maarten Meyer, presented an inspiring 

session on mediation as a win-win strategy to resolve conflict.  

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT AND TEAM-BUILDING: EAGLES RISING  

We concluded the financial year with another impactful leadership and team-building week 

with 23 students of Eagles Rising from 8-13 February 2017. During this very exciting and 

action-packed week, students had the opportunity to implement Ezrah’s LEAD model, while 

visiting some of the most beautiful nature reserves in the Western Cape. Within their 

respective teams, students had the opportunity to complete several hikes, build towers, 

practice leadership principles, do drama, share stories, learn about nature and grow as a 

team. Ezrah wants to extend a special word of thanks to the Kingdom Vision Bible School 

team who supported Ezrah with the project implementation as well as the many nature 

reserves around the Western Cape who provided access and nature conservation input to 

the students. 

 What students learned: 

 “To always have discipline and if you 

follow LEAD, you will achieve 

whatever you want in life and will be 

a great leader.” 

 “Endurance, positive attitude, team 

work.” 

 “Responsibility goes a long way and 

to stay humble and share stories 

lead how to know persons.” 

 “You took us places we have never 

seen before. You helped us believe in 

ourselves.” 
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Service Delivery: Capacity Building 

COORDINATION OF CONNECT’S QIS PROGRAMME 

Ezrah was again contracted by Connect Network to coordinate their QIS programme during 

the year.  The programme for the year included three QIS Modules: the QIS People Care 

Module (6-7, 21 April 2016), QIS Child Protection Module (7-8 June 2016) and Child Well-

being Module (20-21 July 2016). It was also an exciting year for QIS as three organisations 

were verified on the Viva Foundations Level with two more organisations receiving the Viva 

Quality Mark on Accountability Level. 

POLICY DEVELOPMENT: CONNECT NETWORK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INPUT TO SAFE COMMUNITY STRATEGY 

 

 

 

 

 

Ezrah further assisted Connect Network 

with their policy review and development by 

providing input to the following policies: 

 Financial Policy 

 Personnel Policy 

 Staff Handbook 

 Volunteer Policy 

 Health and Safety Policy 

 

Connect Network’s NPC members have 

decided to focus on the establishment of 10 

safe communities in the Western Cape as a 

strategy for 2016-2019. 

Ezrah also provided input to this strategy by 

documenting some of the initial 

conceptualisation. 
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Service Delivery: Collaboration 

CHILD PROTECTION FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT (ECD) CENTRES 

Our first collaborative project was a child protection project for identified cre ches in 

Atlantis and Mbekweni during March and April 2016. During this project, Connect Network, 

Ezrah, Valcare and Think Twice worked together to train and mentor ECD staff on protective 

behaviour, identifying and reporting suspected child abuse and neglect as well as 

implementing a child protection policy in line with the new Children’s Act. The project was 

concluded with an evaluation meeting where the most important lessons as well as 

recommendations for the future were captured in a project report to all stakeholders. 

CAMP AFRICA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIRST AID TRAINING 

The last collaborative project for this financial year was a project where Ezrah worked 

together with Connect Network to organise a sponsored Level 1 First-Aid Training with St. 

John in Somerset West. This project was successfully concluded in October 2016 with 15 

Connect Network affiliates in attendance after this need was identified at the QIS People 

Care module in April. 

During the same time, Ezrah 

also worked together with 

Connect Network, UCSA and 

Resilient Kids to implement 

Camp Africa. Ezrah’s specific 

role in this project was to 

train the camp facilitators on 

child protection and child 

participation in a pre-camp 

as well as facilitate the 

evaluation of the camp by 

capturing the perspectives of 

both the facilitators and the 

children through child-

friendly activities. 

 

Circle of Honour, where children and facilitators 

shared their camp experiences 
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Conclusion 

Working in the civil society sector can be daunting at times, especially when one gets 

confronted with all the newspaper reports of corruption and the mismanagement of funds. 

Working with children and seeing the effects of high levels of violence, neglect and abuse 

can also lead to despondence. 

Nevertheless, there is another perspective on the South African landscape and that is the 

hope that is created, when courageous people and organisations work together to make a 

difference - not only in the lives of children, but also to create a culture of ethical leadership 

for the next generation. Ezrah Community Training and Development wants to be a leader 

at the forefront of these initiatives. That is why we invest so much in our governance as we 

realise we need to lead by example.   

We understand the value of collaboration and the synergy that flows from a combined focus 

on ethics and child well-being. Therefore, we are so grateful to all those organisations and 

partners who take hands with us and allow us to strengthen their service delivery as they 

strengthen ours.  Thank you for taking the responsibility to raise the standards of 

leadership and service delivery in the best interest of children with us. For as Advocate 

Thuli Madonsela so eloquently stated: “We cannot lead others if we cannot lead ourselves.” 

Together, we can find solutions – one choice and one step at a time. 

 

“We cannot lead others if we cannot lead 

ourselves. The hallmark of self-leadership is 

responsibility.” 

Adv. Thuli Madonsela (Former Public 

Prosecutor) 
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Company Information 

Ezrah Community Training and Development NPC 

Alexandra Building (First floor), 147 Main Road, Somerset West, 7130 

Tel: 081 307 8210 

Fax: 086 566 5839 

Email: info@ezrah.co.za 

Website: www.ezrah.co.za 

 

With special thanks to the board of directors, staff team, partnering organisations as well 

as the following local businesses and Western Cape nature reserves who all contributed 

services and support to strengthen Ezrah’s service delivery: 

 Maarten Meyer Lawyers and Mediators: www.maartenm.co.za 

 1001 Web Solutions: www.1001.co.za 

 South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI) – Kirstenbosch National 

Botanical Garden: www.sanbi.org.za 

 South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI) – Harold Porter National 

Botanical Garden: www.sanbi.org.za 

 Table Mountain Aerial Cableway: www.tablemountain.net 

 Cape Nature Kogelberg Nature Reserve Complex: www.capenature.co.za 
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Photo of children at Camp Africa used with permission and in accordance with Ezrah’s Child 

Protection Policy. 
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